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Fig. 3 – Dato sintetico calcolato per
un modello semplificato a 3 strati con
top dello strato di lignite a 750 m di
profondità.

bone e della argillite mostrano un comportamento diverso al crescere della profondità: il primo resta
costante mentre la seconda aumenta. Ipotizzando un comportamento simile anche per le rocce presenti nel bacino di Ribolla, il contrasto di impedenza acustica, considerando in prima approssimazione le sole densità, dovrebbe subire un leggero aumento al crescere della profondità, favorendo
così il suo riconoscimento anche a profondità maggiori di 330 m. La Fig. 3 mostra un dato sintetico calcolato per un’ipotetica interfaccia argillite/lignite posta a 750 m di profondità. Sulla base dei
dati sintetici sono stati valutati diversi aspetti relativi alla futura acquisizione, tra i quali: risoluzione sismica (verticale ed orizzontale), moveout eventi riflessi, sequenza di riflettività, AVO, dimensionamento pattern ricevitori.
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COLD SEEPS ABOVE SALT STRUCTURES IN THE CENTRAL ADRIATIC SEA
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Correlation between seabed coldseep features as pockmarks, mud volcanoes and coral banks
with deep halokinetic structures has been highlighted from analyses of geophysical data in the Central Adriatic Sea. The study is based on c. 600 kmq of multibeam swath bathymetric data (MB) and
c. 800 km of CHIRP sub-bottom profiles, acquired during surveys of the R/V OGS Explora in 2005,
2007 and 2008 (Geletti, 2008), integrated with multichannel seismic profile (MCS) acquired by
OGS in 1995 and several public seismic profiles (Fig. 1).
The dataset evidences the occurrence of cold seep activity mainly recorded by pockmarks at
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Fig. 1 – Bathymetric map of the Central Adriatic Sea and location of geophysical (MCS profiles, CHIRP sub-bottom
profiles and multibeam) and well data used in this study.

seabed in water depths of 170-270 m, and by acoustic chimneys and seismic bright spots in the subsurface (Fig. 2). These seepage features are located in areas of active faults and fracture systems
present above and around deep salt domes (Figs. 2 and 3) of Triassic evaporites, which constituted
the two main alignments of the Mid-Adriatic Ridge as far as the Palagruza High and of the Jabuka
Ridge (Geletti et al., 2008).
The pockmarks are often up to 300 m wide, and 5 to 15 m deep; they result more frequent in the
southern than in the northern margin of the Mid-Adriatic Depression (MAD). From the analysis of
the sub-bottom profiles, the main pockmarks have a “vertical spreading”, that means buried pockmarks vertically stacked (Mazzotti et al., 1987) (Fig. 4), testifying to the presence of persistent gas
seeps from the past up to the present. Across the northern margin of the eastern MAD the Chirp profile and MB data show a rough sea bottom, characterized by mounds with diameters of 20-30 meters
and heights of 5-6 meters, typically located above faults/fractures. These small conic bodies, characterized by transparent acoustic facies, are probably mud volcanoes. These last were compared to
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Fig. 2 – This figure (modified after Geletti et al.,
2008) shows (a) the reflection strength of the
migrated section: high-amplitude events
(seismic anomalies) and gas chimneys above the
top of a salt structure are highlighted by complex
attribute analysis. The sub-vertical alignments of
these seismic anomalies with their acoustic caps
at the top (0.4-0.5 s TWT) suggest up-ward
gas/fluid-migration through fractures; (b) a
pockmark (about 80 m wide and 10 m deep) is
shown in the CHIRP data acquired during the
2007 OGS Explora cruise in the same position
as the seismic profile; (c) presence of gas in the
sub-seafloor is suggested by very highamplitude reflection strength events and
underlying acoustic blank zones in the CHIRP
data.

Fig. 3 - Integrated geophysical methodologies applied to
the study area (modified after Geletti et al., 2008): their
different resolution and penetration allow a correlation of
seabed and shallow features with deeper tectonic
structures. The detail of the C95-M15 profile (a) shows
that, above the salt structures originating the Mid-Adriatic
Ridge (MAR), several bright spots (bs) at the top of the fracture systems indicate gas/fluid escaping (arrows),
producing pockmark fields pointed out in the multibeam and CHIRP sub-bottom data (b). A pockmarks alignment
along an active fault, on the margin between the MAR and the Central Adriatic Sea, is shown (b). The pinch-out
geometries (thin arrows) of the upper sediments, also confirm the persistent activity of the salt structure (b).
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Fig. 4 – CHIRP profile across two typical pockmarks in the Jabuka Trough near the MAR. They are about 15 m
deep and 200 m wide. Note the underlying (stacked) buried pockmarks or “vertical spreading” (about 60 m). The
arrows indicate the probable up-ward gas/fluid migration.

Fig. 5 – The multibeam and CHIRP sub-bottom profile (a and b) crossing the western margin of the Palagruza High
in a W-E direction (see position in Fig.1). The picture (modified after Geletti et al., 2008) shows a high density of
mounds, more evident on multibeam data (b), and in the blow-up of the CHIRP profile (c). This detail shows a
bottom feature characterized by an acoustic transparent zone, denoting high absorption of the signal by a strong
reflecting seafloor: this seismic facies and the morphology on the multibeam (a) could suggest a coral bank origin
for this feature (interpretation in d).

the acoustic signature of the Deep Water Coral Banks, recently sampled in the Adriatic Sea by
Taviani (2008) and correlated to seismic evidence recognized on Chirp and MB data acquired during the 2007/08 OGS Explora cruise (Geletti, 2008). These features have been observed in the morpho-bathymetric dataset of the Palagruza High (Fig. 5) where they are evident on the Chirp profiles
between 110 and 140 m. They reach about 4 m above the sea floor and 80-250 m wide, and are characterized by transparent acoustic facies, by an irregular edge and a flat top, as appears from the MB
data, differently by the cone shaped mud volcanoes.
The integration of geophysical data with different exploration scale, results to be a good
approach to a full employment of the same data and to understand the relation between the deep and
the shallow structures. In the Central Adriatic Sea this relation are highly amplified by the presence
of gas in the Plio-Quaternary sequence.
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GEOPHYSICAL DATA AND GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM:
AN APPLICATION TO GAS HYDRATE RESERVOIR
M. Giustiniani, D. Accettella, M.F. Loreto, U. Tinivella, F. Accaino
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Geographic Information System (i.e. GIS) is a system capable of integrating, storing, editing,
analyzing, sharing, displaying geographically-referenced information and creating maps. We present an application of this tool to manage different geophysical data, in particular seismic data,
acquired along the South Shetland Margin (Antarctic Peninsula). The target of this study is to characterize the Gas Hydrate Reservoir present in the area. During three geophysical cruises (1989/90,
1997/98, 2003/04) a geophysical data set was acquired including: reflected and refracted seismic
data, multibeam, chirp profiles, OBS (Ocean Bottom Seismometer) data, gravimetric data, CTD and
core samples. The preliminary phase of this work is consisted in collecting and homogenizing the
data, which has been organized in a specific database, in order to connect all the scientific information acquired in the area. All available data set were imported in the GIS project and transformed in
GIS format or grid. The transformation of geophysical data in a new format allowed us to manipu-

Fig. 1 – Grid obtained by subtracting the BSR depth obtained from seismic data and BSR depth obtained from theoretical models using a geothermal gradient value of 40°C/km. Below the grid, the bathymetry obtained from multibeam acquisition is reported.
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